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MANCHESTER STUDY
Dear **********, 

It is a pleasure to share with you our first impressions on the *********** Complex 
in Manchester.  

I will leave serious number crunching for the future, if there is a future in 
Manchester after this brief preliminary study.

************** ( study of the location) :

The building itself is a labyrinth. Interior design is close to non-existent and its 
layout lacks any consistency. It is difficult to get one’s bearings and there are no 
obvious and glamorous entrances. 

Worst of all, it lacks the warm and sunny feeling that a commercial and leisure 
building in Northern England needs. The sketches you sent of “***** architects” 
are leaning, in our opinion, in the right direction.

The location itself is wonderful. Just beside the *******, a stone’s throw from 
********* Library, the shops along *********, the surrounding classy buildings, the 
enormous parking... Such a place deserves much work and smart investing.

In our opinion, there is only one way to go, and it is upscale. Very upscale.
 

The ******** Cinemas:

Those ** screens are well distributed and there is lots of space everywhere. Our 
speciality, as you know, is optimizing space in a multiplex. It’s a pity to see so 
much wasted space. The game’s arcade in the entrance of the cinemas is an 
eyesore. The overall feeling of the foyer and the cinemas is dingy. The layout and 
format of the different screens is surprisingly good considering their age. 

Last year, 2013, this cinemas had a gross revenue of £*, ** M. in Manchester. Not 
bad considering the state of the place. Its ranking number in UK + Ireland was 
***. It is no surprise that the major exhibitors are interested in a downsized –and 
upgraded- version of the place. If their rent is adjusted to reality, of course.

***** strategy in *********, if it can be called a strategy, is summed up in one word: 
Price. It is the cheapest cinema around. It´s adult ticket price at peak times, is 
66% below that of its two most direct competitors, ***** and *****. All cinemas play 
the same films at the same time, so it is no wonder that it still retains so many 
customers. It’s positioning is “the cheap and mostly vacant cinema”. That makes 
it a very bad travelling companion for the Centre.
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The cinema in Manchester.

First of all, it is important to highlight that talking about a cinema in Manchester 
City is misleading. We must always refer to the Greater Manchester Area. This is 
particularly important when considering that the district of Manchester is just 0.5 
M. people out of a total of 2.5 M in Greater Manchester. 
The rest of the 2 M. people are evenly distributed around the other 9 districts. 

Let’s check it out.

SOME GENERAL DATA: 

In 2012, in the UK, gross cinema revenue was £1.100 M  and 172.5 M. tickets 
sold, for a population of 63 M. citizens. That gives a yearly attendance of 
2.73 times a year. The average ticket price was £6.37. (Source: BFI)

The number of spectators has remained stable over the last 10 years (2002-
2012). The moderate ratio of screens is 6.1 screens / 100,000 inhabitants.

GDP 2012 in the U.K. in P.P.P. (Purchasing Power Parity): $37,299 ( £22.455 ) 
GINI: 0.328, average among developed countries.
Cinema VAT: 20% (Wow!)
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In 2012, in the Greater Manchester Area, gross revenue (14 complexes) was £52 M. 
for 2.5 M. people. 

If we apply the average U.K. ticket price in 2012  (6.37 £), there were 8.16 M. 
admissions in Greater Manchester, and an attendance, for 2.5 M. people, of 3.26 
times a year. A full 20% over the U.K.’s average attendance. It means that there 
are plenty of complexes there with plenty of customers going to them, and it 
probably means that the average price of a ticket is higher there than in the U.K. 
as a whole. 

In any case, Greater Manchester is a very mature market, and the players are very 
good professionals. Visiting some of them made it obvious. Gold Class theatres, 
monthly unlimited passes, annual unlimited passes, loyalty cards, premium seats, 
IMAX screens... They know how to play all the tricks of the game, and they play 
them well. It is hard work to compete there.

Let’s take a look in the next data sheet at the revenue of each one of the 
complexes in the Greater Manchester Area for 2012 and 2013. We have got the 
gross revenue for each cinema in 2012 and 2013, but still have not been able to 
get the number of admissions. They are jealous about their data. Good for them. 
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What about 2013?

Bad news there. Gross cinema revenue fell by 6.6 % in the first 25 complexes in 
the country (UK + Ireland) when comparing 2013 to 2012. And yes, this data can 
be extrapolated to the country as a whole. In Greater Manchester, as the data 
sheet above tells us, it fell by 7.1 %. That means that admissions have fallen or that 
a war of prices has begun. Or, most likely, both. 

Another parameter of great importance when analysing the cinema market in 
the Greater Manchester Area is the influence of the large ring motorway, the 
M60. 

Three of the four first complexes of the area, see map below, are located very 
near the exits of the M60 (*****,*****,***** and *****). Totalling them up, they 
account for 40% of cinema revenue of the Greater Manchester Area, which has 14 
complexes.  

We must always bear in mind when studying any given area that the most 
important attraction parameter for the cinema consumer is their proximity to a 
given complex. Proximity in terms of car time. In Greater Manchester, we have 
plenty of modern multiplexes located near the Centre of each one of the districts 
(exception in Oldham). 

With so many players at the table, it is much easier to use numbers instead of 
the names of the complexes.

Bear in mind that number 1 is the complex with the greatest revenue and 
number 14 the one with the lowest. On the map below, the diameter of the circle 
around the complex varies accordingly to their proportional gross revenue. Thus, 
it is much easier to grasp visually the situation.
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With so many players at the table, it is much easier to use numbers instead of 
the names of the complexes.

Bear in mind that number 1 is the complex with the greatest revenue and 
number 14 the one with the lowest. On the map below, the diameter of the circle 
around the complex varies accordingly to their proportional gross revenue. Thus, 
it is much easier to grasp visually the situation.   
 

Cinema complexes numbers 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 are safely isolated in their own 
districts. They are not great businesses but they have got their own customers. 
They make, together, 31.7 % of the area’s revenue. If the premises near one are 
basically OK and there is a fair number of screens, that´s one’s cinema of choice. 
And here we have first rate, well-conditioned and well maintained standard 
multi-screened complexes, with the possible exception of ***** (just * screens).

Keep looking at the graph. Cinemas 11 and 13 are too near to complexes 1 and 
3 for their own good. Most probably, they have been cannibalised and their 
situation will worsen in the future. Number 13 is by number 2, and number 11 is by 
number 1, *****, or by the City Centre. 

The case of number 14 is different. An incredible parking space and a fourteen-
screen, gigantic, non-stadium-seating complex. It is dying, but it must have been 
an incredible business in the past.
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What is our opinion about a future Cinema multiplex in *******?

The first and most important question is: Does the new owner of the Centre 
need a cinema there? This is, of course, a question that only he can answer. The 
natural and smart location for a new multiplex in Greater Manchester, if there is 
one, would be a large flat space, well connected to the M60. 

In the City Centre, ***** is the main player. Near there, in the M60, we have *****, 
the biggest of them all. ****** is in a tight place, sandwiched between two of the 
most successful cinemas of the Greater Manchester Area.

To top it off, the food and complementary leisure offer are very good in ***** - the 
fourth one -, better in ***** - the third-, and amazing in ***** - the first one -. In 
this last case, it is simply the best food court we have ever seen. In the proposed 
location, ******, the offer in terms of food is now very poor, close to non-existent. 
And it matters.

The new owner of ******** should be very careful when choosing among possible 
cinema exhibitors. Does he have the absolute need of a cinema multiplex there? 
As shown, this location is very difficult, and any of the main current exhibitors 
would simply downsize ******, refurbish some screens and open a standard 
multiplex. But that is not what the Centre needs, which is to differentiate and go 
upscale. Very upscale. It´s location is incredible and he should make the most of 
it. A standard multiplex would not differentiate nor go upscale. It would be much 
better not to have any cinema at all than a standard one.

But if he needs a cinema there, we could help him. First of all, he should come to 
Barcelona and visit our cinemas, because both our cinemas and the conditions 
under which we could cooperate are highly unusual. If he is interested in seeing 
them after reading this preliminary study, which, of course, you can share with 
him, please invite him on our behalf. It would be a pleasure.

What would we recommend? 

No great surprise. Applying our model.
First, we assume that ********* will be upscaled and its interiors will be given a 
commercial purpose, such as the one visualised by the firm of architects.  

In addition to upscaling the Centre, we recommend building the best and 
coolest Cinema multiplex in the U.K. If the Centre is upscale, the cinemas must 
be upscale. And with the most expensive ticket price in the area. Marginally more 
expensive, just for show. But the price must be the highest in the Area; price is 
the basis for being perceived as upscale. At least the peak hour adult price, the 
one that people remember. Nobody knows the cinema’s average ticket price. 
And we should apply some caution, purchasing power is falling.

The new ********** should be converted into Greater Manchester’s reference 
cinema, at least for the major films of the year. This should be the goal. How do 
we convert the *********, the cheapest and dingiest cinema in Greater Manchester 
into the best and coolest in the U.K.?  
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First, a very accurate status plan of the ********complex should be drawn. The 
most important thing for us is defining what height is available above each one 
of the existing ceilings of the different screens. Our model of cinema requires 
very steep stadium seating and very high ceilings. 

Every one of the ** screens should be custom tailored, the stadium seating 
placed steeply, the screens maximized...Our model is very strict about it and 
there is good reason for being strict. If a screen can’t be big enough, the room 
behind it must be smaller. The experience must be spectacular on all the 
screens, larger and smaller ones.  

Every screen should be fitted with very light and much steeper stadium seating, 
losing a lot of seats along the way. Only the very best seats would remain in 
each room. New seats and the best projection technology available should be 
mandatory.

Let’s make a leap forward and suppose that the blueprint project has already 
been made. What we will describe here is, most probably, not what would 
be decided after a proper study, but I deem it necessary to be aware of the 
economic magnitude of such an ambitious goal. 

First of all, adding 10 more screens in the space below the current ones. Very 
small screens, with 50 seats or less. Why? Because:

•  We know how to make impressive small cinemas.

• It would become the cinema with the most screens in the U.K. in the near 
future (the current one, Vue Star in Birmingham, is a 25 screen venue).

• It would have the most complete programming in the whole country. 

• Both ***** and *****, the main “enemies” of the Centre, are ** screens each. 
The new one should not be less.

Having more screens than anybody else is not essential, but it helps. Those 10 
additional screens would imply an approximate investment of £4 M. After that, 
refurbishing the actual 16 screens and their foyer. Existing seats are unusable, 
and I suppose that ****** would take home their digital projectors or return them 
to V.P.F. integrators (this last statement is difficult to understand, but there are 
too many details to explain here). 

The investment in refurbishing the ** current screens and foyer would go north 
of £5 M. Adding the cost of the small 10 screens is about £9 M. A proper project 
should be drawn, and an exact budget defined, of course, but an approximate 
estimate of the investment is required to decide if this is a feasible idea or not. 
And yes, expectations on operational results should be calculated and different 
scenarios studied. But we think that they should be studied in terms of benefits 
for the Centre as a whole plus the direct results for the cinema business 
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Along the way, it would be important to fight to retain as many current 
customers as possible. In the context we are talking about, getting over 1M. 
admissions a year would be a great success. To put it into perspective, the main 
competitor,*****, gets around 1.4 M. a year. 

How could we avoid losing over half a million current customers addicted to 
cheap prices and who attend willingly the dingiest cinema because of its cheap 
prices when converting it into the priciest one?  We could do it, but of course, it 
won’t be easy.

It would be necessary to maintain the parking discount. Most of the main 
competitors have free parking zones.

It would be relevant, too, to promote an adequate food court. This is easier said 
than done, but announcing the opening of a cinema multiplex such as the 
described one should help to do the trick.

How could we cooperate in this project? 

Our company is very small and we are still digesting the building of a 28 screen 
complex in Barcelona. We finished the second phase last July. In 2013 our 
complex was the second highest grossing complex in Spain, with only 2,600 
seats. The first one, ******* has ***** seats and the third one, *******, ****. We play in a 
league of our own.

Right now, we have no capacity to invest. But we could design, plan, and manage 
the building of the new screens and the refurbishing of the existing ones. We 
could market, program, and operate them. And enjoy ourselves doing it.

Our professional fees would be high, variable and aimed at the long-term. We 
are not worried about our fees while building and refurbishing. An agreement 
should be easy to reach for this period.
After opening the completed complex, our variable fees would be as described 
below. Of course, everything should be properly studied, problems foreseen, and 
details mutually discussed and agreed, but, given that, the main lines would be: 

• The minimum possible fee. We would charge nothing if the gross revenue 
of the first natural year after the opening is under 600,000 admissions 
multiplied by the average ticket price of the last year in the U.K. (source: 
BFI). Furthermore, in such a case the investor should have the discretional 
right to terminate the contract.

•  The maximum possible fee. We would charge the maximum, 0.85 £ per 
admission if the gross revenue of the natural year is more than one million 
admissions multiplied by the medium ticket price of the last year in the 
U.K. Over one million admissions, the 0.85 £ per admission would apply too, 
of course.

•  The in-between fee. We would define a scale which would begin at 
£0.1 per admission and end at £0.85, between 600,000 admissions and 
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1,000,000. When applying the fee, it would refer to the total amount of 
admissions. I.e., in the lowest step of the scale, 600.001 admissions*£0.1, 
would mean £60.000 a year.

• Sharing the technical upgrading. We would share, 50/50 with the owner, 
the costs of new technical upgrading after the multiplex is opened, up to 
a maximum of 60% of our annual fee. We should define jointly those new 
upgrades. This is important, because in the near future upgrading sound 
and projection will be a must to remain on top. If completely applied, our 
maximum fee could come down to 40% of £0.85, or £0.34 per admission. 
That’s what we mean by aimed at long-term results. Technical upgrading 
should not be confused with maintenance or perishable goods.

The very nature of digital sound and projection is prone to obsolescence and 
changes occur really fast. In the near future:

•  Laser projectors should be installed to obtain high luminosity 3D. 

•  More powerful servers will be required as higher definition image and 
more frames per second demand more capacity.

•  3D sound is a truly expensive piece of equipment (a Dolby Atmos 
installation on one big screen goes for over £ 200,000), and it should be 
installed progressively on as many screens as possible. 

And so on. In our opinion, the future of the cinema will consist of few complexes, 
very big, very well equipped and with a high average ticket price. Few 
multiplexes will be able to keep up the pace. Most important of all, for the ******* 
Centre, is that a Multiplex like the one described would be one among those few, 
and it would be a real and powerful motor of the Centre. And a good business in 
itself.

A last question to answer. Why would we be interested in this project? 

That’s easy. Because of the pure enjoyment we would get from such a challenge.

Kind regards,

Pere Sallent, 
Cinemes Full HD.

EL INFORME COMPLETO SE PUEDE DESCARGAR EN: 
           www.thebestcinemas.com
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